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BOOK REVIEW

Reading Bernard Williams. Edited By Daniel Callcut. (London and New York: Rout-
ledge, 2009. Pp. xi + 292.)

One goal underlying Bernard Williams’ important work in philosophy is to counteract
the pressures science exerts on our thinking. Different forms of scientism threaten to
sidetrack philosophy from its true business of making sense of humanity at a particular
historical juncture. In particular, Williams noted how a scientism of style and procedure
impairs not just our thinking or writing but even our reading. For instance, if we look in
earlier philosophers only for superseded answers to contemporary questions, we miss
the opportunity to learn of significant but forgotten problems. In philosophy, we must
avoid a reading that destroys the point of studying what one reads.

A ‘non-destructive’ reading is the least to expect from a collection of 12 essays enti-
tled Reading Bernard Williams, especially when its introduction ends with ‘But don’t listen
to me: read Bernard Williams!’ (p. 6). Fittingly therefore, Frances Ferguson explains in
‘Bernard Williams and the importance of being literarily earnest’ how Williams un-
derstood the benefit of reading literature. Literature does not just offer opportunities
for ‘sympathetic identification [ . . . with] a host of characters’ and for enacting ‘in
reading the accommodation of differences’ (p. 197) that contemporary moral and po-
litical doctrines such as liberalism call for. Literature, through ‘the connection between
character and plot, makes plain the distinctiveness of persons and the ineliminability
of character’—major elements in Williams’ criticism of ‘universalizing perspectives
in morality’ (p. 205). In contrast, Charles Guignon (‘Williams and the phenomeno-
logical tradition’) does not offer a reading but catalogues overlapping and diverging
thoughts in phenomenology. Conceivably, a confrontation with genealogical authors
with whom Williams felt an affinity (Nietzsche or Foucault) might have improved our
understanding of Williams more.

A reading destroying the point of studying Williams is Carol Rovane’s ‘Did Williams
find the truth of relativism?’. According to Rovane, you cannot understand relativism
when ignoring logical problems of truth and consistency. But for Williams the vital
issue in ethical relativism is precisely not the truth of ethical claims but the value we
attach to their truth. Rovane’s implication is clear: in understanding relativism we
cannot expect much help from Williams. And consistently, she devotes most of her
paper to her own views. Daniel Markovits does not reserve the bulk of ‘The archi-
tecture of integrity’ for his own position and he applauds Williams for defending a
precise conception of personal integrity against ‘impartial duty’ (p. 111). But Markovits
corrects Williams’ ‘psychologist’ (p. 129) account by a theoretical justification of
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2 BOOK REVIEW

first-personal ambitions through an economic analysis of bounded rationality. Again,
the point is clear: Williams uncovered a significant problem but does not treat it ad-
equately. (Williams’ internalist conception of practical reasons is not mentioned and
only the last footnote acknowledges that he has other than psychological arguments
for resisting impartiality.)

In contrast, Simon Blackburn’s essay ‘The absolute conception: Putnam vs.
Williams’ disentangles different claims Williams’ notion of an absolute conception
serves to make. Among them is the defensible claim that there is a distinction between
properties that are independent of our experience (temperature) and concepts linked
to presentations peculiar to us (heat) (p. 12). Blackburn connects this distinction, in
a mutually reinforcing way, to another famous distinction of Williams’, the contrast
between ‘thick’ and ‘thin’ ethical concepts (‘treachery’ or ‘courage’ vs ‘good’ or ‘right’).

Similarly, Joshua Gert and Peter Goldie extend insights of Williams to new ter-
rain in ways he would have found agreeable. In ‘Williams on reasons and ratio-
nality’, Gert offers an interpretation of practical reason that is certainly congenial
to many things Williams wrote. But he seems less hesitant in condemning as ir-
rational what is unjustifiably harmful to an actor. Goldie’s ‘Thick concepts and
emotion’ examines the ‘entanglement of . . . emotion and judgment’ in our use of
thick ethical concepts (p. 99). He updates Williams’ criticism of ‘the temptation . . .
of oversimplifying the relation by placing it at too general a level’ (p. 94), for he
shows that current neo-sentimentalism fails to distinguish occurrent emotions and
emotional dispositions. It is a particular disposition that unifies our use of a thick
concept.

Of course, a non-destructive reading can be critical, as John Cottingham and
Martha Nussbaum demonstrate in their discussion of Williams’ ‘pessimism’. In
Cottingham’s ‘The good life and the radical contingency of the ethical’, ‘pessimism’
refers to Williams’ claim that the ‘philosophical project of trying to determine how
one should live’ is doomed. Even in the absence of such an ideal of human flourish-
ing, however, Cottingham persists in contemplating ‘the fascinating variety in human
cultures and ethical systems . . . as satisfying or approaching the conditions for human
fulfillment’ (p. 31). But I can envisage Williams pointing out a non sequitur in Cotting-
ham’s essay: the fact that ‘without hope in a non-contingent structure that grounds
human existence . . . we will lack [a basic ingredient] of the good life’ (p. 38) perhaps
does not justify such hope. Yet plausibly, one source of Williams’ pessimism is indeed a
lack of hope, a ‘dismay . . . at . . . the “cosmological” contingency with which we are
confronted’ (p. 35).

Cottingham’s diagnosis is confirmed by Nussbaum in ‘Bernard Williams: Tragedies,
hopes, justice’. She criticises Williams for conflating horrors that are ‘the product of
chance and/or necessity’ and horrors ‘inflicted by human beings’ (p. 218). Fascinatingly,
Nussbaum formulates this objection on a field where Williams felt at home, Greek
tragedy: ‘Williams greatly underestimates the Greek tragedians’ interest in calamities
of human origin and in the capacity of human beings for addressing constructively the
bad things in their world’ (p. 215). Williams’ liberalism of fear perhaps argues that he
was not indifferent to these points. However, Nussbaum is right that his writing lacks
‘anger, the sense that wrong has been done and that one had better go out and right
it’. Anger testifies to hope, and Williams ‘attitude to the world was at some deep level
without hope’ (p. 236).
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Sharon R. Krause (‘Political agency and the actual’) and Chrisopher Kutz (‘Against
political luck’) use Williams’ views on action and decision to amend our thinking about
politics. The insight that ‘agency is both enlivened and constrained’ by ‘what actually
occurs within and without us’ (p. 264) undermines liberal ideals of unconstrained
choice (p. 270). By explaining what this contributes to ‘an ethic of responsibility’ and
a ‘non-distributive notion’ of justice, moreover, Krause argues for its relevance to a
‘progressive liberal-democratic politics’. Williams’ account of moral luck yields an
ex ante perspective on the outcome-dependent nature of accountability: we decide ‘in
light of potential resultant values, without being able to claim the force of those values in
advance’ (p. 255). Analysing the ‘reasoning’ behind the invasion of Iraq, Kutz illustrates
the political dangers of outcome sensitivity, without denouncing it completely.

In ‘D’où venons-nous . . . Que sommes nous . . . Où allons-nous?’, Elijah Millgram criti-
cises Williams’ distinction between ‘motivation-inflected and fully objective informa-
tion’. Motivation-inflected information seems useful only in an unchanging society
(a condition which Millgram somehow associates with the Provence). For by failing
to ‘agglomerate across group boundaries’ (p. 152), motivation-inflected information is
‘incorrigible’. Millgram does not sufficiently explain why correction requires agglom-
eration. But he makes the intriguing allegation that Williams’ claim that science allows
for agglomeration and ethics does not betray a latent scientism, ‘a disposition of placing
at the center of one’s philosophy an emphatic insistence on . . . scientific theory and
practice . . . that doesn’t have much to do with . . . actual science’ (p. 156). For ‘the
idea that we can share information with just anyone is most plausible precisely when
we are not considering science’ (p. 155).

Most instructive in Reading Bernard Williams are those essays that by connecting
different issues demonstrate the unity of Williams’ thought. For that reason, it is a pity
that these essays were written too early to discuss his most recently published work.
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